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 Free Virtual Reality Apps for Windows 10 Virtual reality (VR) is a rapidly developing technology that allows users to experience different scenarios and have virtual immersion in 3D virtual environments. There are several mobile apps for VR such as Sony's PlayStation VR and HTC's Vive, but most devices don't support 360° videos and require a separate computer. In Windows 10, Microsoft has
included their own Virtual Reality apps that lets the user experience VR through their mobile devices, PC, and Xbox One, including Microsoft Photos, Microsoft Edge, Microsoft Edge VR, Microsoft HoloLens, and Microsoft Minecraft. Microsoft Photos Microsoft Photos is a Microsoft photo app. It can access cloud storage such as OneDrive, Google Photos, Facebook, Twitter, and Flickr, as well as

online galleries such as Instagram, Facebook, Tumblr, and Imgur. Microsoft Photos allows you to view, edit, and share your photos using an easy to use interface. Microsoft Edge VR Microsoft Edge VR allows you to view, edit, and share your photos using an easy to use interface, and can be installed on Microsoft Windows 10. The app also has YouTube 360º and Vimeo 360º videos. It was unveiled at
CES 2017 and released in June 2017. Microsoft HoloLens Microsoft HoloLens is a virtual reality device from Microsoft that has sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect and a HoloLens. The device can be used for viewing, editing, and sharing 360° videos and photos on its built-in display, or on a computer display. Microsoft Minecraft Microsoft Minecraft is a Microsoft game that can be installed on
Microsoft Windows 10. The game is a fully-fledged virtual reality environment, where players can explore, build, and survive in the game. The experience requires a compatible mobile phone or a VR headset. Microsoft HoloLens and Microsoft Minecraft are available in the Windows Store. Microsoft Photos and Microsoft Edge VR are available in the Windows Store. Xbox Game Bar Xbox Game
Bar is a tool from Microsoft that lets users access their games and apps easily. It has an application launcher that lets the user launch their games and apps directly on the Windows desktop. Xbox Game Bar has three sections. A radial menu at the top-left is for games. Games in this menu can be launched with or without a headset, depending on the resolution. A bottom panel is for Internet Explorer

and MSN. The last section is for apps. Apps in 82157476af
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